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Ballotting

- PAR granted September 2005
  - Initial draft 0.0 March 2003
  - Draft 0.1 July 2006
  - Draft 0.2 January 2009 (Working group ballot)
  - Draft 1.1 July 2010

- 802.1AC Draft issued July 2010
  - Working group ballot
D1.1 WG ballot results

- 44 responses received on the D1.1 WG ballot

- 87 Voters – of which 44 have responded (51%)
  - 5 Approve  29%
  - 12 Disapprove  71%
  - 27 Abstain  61%

- Ballot did not pass

- Disapprove voter breakdown:
  - 12 Disapprove votes
Commenting statistics

- 94 Comments
  - 37 TR
  - 22 T
  - 9 ER
  - 25 E
  - 1 G
Main ballot comment items

- Remove FDDI
- Finish removing Token Ring
- Undetected errors
- Reordering of frames
- EISS parameters
- Relationship with AVB
- Preservation of FCS coverage
Plan

- Do comment resolution for D1.1 at this meeting
- Generate 802.1AC/D1.2 following this meeting, incorporating changes agreed this week
- Submit this for WG recirculation ballot.
- Comment resolution at the November plenary
- Perhaps we can get approval to go to sponsor ballot following the meeting.
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